
Top trends 
at Berlin’s 
IFA tech fair
BERLIN: Europe’s biggest tech fair, Berlin’s
IFA, opens its doors today with a flood of
new product launches. Here are some of the
top trends making waves along the aisles:

Future TV: Higher resolution, bigger
screens 

With four times as many pixels as today’s
4K ultra-high-definition (UHD) screens, the
latest 8K TV sets have the potential to wow-
but the first compatible content will only
reach viewers in 2020 with the Japan Winter
Olympics. In the meantime, Europeans are
buying bigger and bigger TVs, hitting an av-
erage of 50 inches last year.

And wireless or wifi connectivity is mov-
ing from the “nice-to-have” to the “must-
have” column, with many sets offering
on-demand video that users can launch via
voice command.

Earphones get cuddly 
Many of the bulky headphones that

dominated audio over the past decade have
shed wires in favour of Bluetooth connec-
tions in the past two years.

And as listeners increasingly opt for
smaller earbuds for everyday use, headsets
are evolving to fit new niches-like integra-

tion in soft neckbands that won’t bother
users as they drift off to sleep while bingeing
on podcasts.

For shared sounds, TV-connected sound
bars or multi-room speaker set-ups sport
fewer and fewer buttons as voice commands
become the control scheme of choice.

Laptop or tablet? Why choose? 
While ever-lighter and thinner laptops

are a constant feature of tech shows, the real
action at IFA is elsewhere.

High dynamic range (HDR) monitors in-
creasingly offer gamers and other power
users more true-to-life images on their
desktop computers, while “convertible”

PCs-useable as either laptop or tablet-are
increasingly popular for travel. As for “clas-
sic” tablets, sales fell some 18 percent last
year according to IFA organizers.

Wearables quit the gym 
After a 2017 that saw wearable gadgets

for monitoring fitness take off, this year
they’re increasingly present elsewhere, for
example as trackers on the wrists of children
or the elderly. But authorities in some coun-
tries are leery of such developments.

Last November, Germany banned a
smartwatch aimed at children that allowed
parents to remotely activate a microphone
to listen in on the playground. — AFP

BERLIN: Electronics manufacturers are bet-
ting on artificial intelligence weaving itself ever
more tightly into our relationships with their
products on show at this year’s IFA, the sector’s
annual Berlin trade fair, analysts predict.

“Voice control and AI are two trends dom-
inating consumer devices industry this year,
generating innovation in all segment,” Hans
Joachim Kamp, president of the GFU federa-
tion which co-organises IFA, told a press
conference.

South Korean giant Samsung, through a new
connected speaker, Home Galaxy, equipped to
respond to spoken commands, may send its
voice assistant Bixby into battle with Google’s
Assistant, Amazon’s Alexa and Apple’s Siri for
dominance of living rooms and kitchens.

Such devices made a splash at last year’s IFA,
making the 2018 show an opportunity to take
stock of their reception among the public.

Research firm Gartner predicts that by 2020
some 75 percent of American households will
use a voice assistant. Meanwhile, similar tech-
nology is extending its reach into connected de-
vices from fridges to lightbulbs, gigantic
televisions with ever-higher resolution, and
wearables used to track fitness data.

Such mass-market products are the bread-
and-butter of IFA, which traditionally contrasts

with its nerdier Las Vegas-based American
equivalent CES.

Global sales in the consumer electronics
market are estimated to hit 845 billion euros
($988 billion) this year, up 0.8 percent on the
previous year, Kamp said, despite “economic
crises and ongoing trade wars”.

Augmented reality 
Also from Korea, Samsung rival LG is set to

unveil its CLOi SuitBot, a powered exoskeleton
that increases the user’s leg strength and can be
networked with the firm’s other robots for com-
plex tasks.

But visitors looking for novelty in their
everyday tech companion, the smartphone, will
be disappointed. Apple has historically shunned
IFA, while Samsung unveiled its top-end Galaxy
Note 9 phone just a few weeks ago.

Neither is a major announcement expected
from China’s Huawei, a star of past years at the
Berlin show. Instead, the 2018 edition could be
a breakthrough moment for augmented-reality
applications that have so far left consumers
unimpressed.

The technology superimposes digitally-gen-
erated elements like sounds or 2D and 3D im-
ages onto real-world scenes, for example in an
Ikea app that allows users to virtually try out the

furniture giant’s sofas or bookshelves in their
homes.

With new glasses, lenses and helmets, “there
are more and more technologies available that

include very high-quality content, whether it’s
augmented-reality Harry Potter or shopping ap-
plications”, said Klaus Boehm of consultancy
Deloitte. — AFP
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AI to seep further into everyday 
life at Berlin’s IFA, say analysts

Voice control, AI to dominate consumer devices this year

BERLIN: A hostess presents the Mavic 2 Pro drone at the booth of DJI during a preview day of the IFA, the
world’s leading trade show for consumer electronics and home appliances, in Berlin yesterday. — AFP

Panasonic to move UK
HQ on Brexit fears
TOKYO: Panasonic plans to move its European headquar-
ters from Britain to the Netherlands later this year over con-
cerns about potential tax issues related to Brexit, a company
spokeswoman said yesterday.

“We will move our European headquarters to the Nether-
lands,” the spokeswoman told AFP, confirming a report in the
Nikkei business daily about the Japanese electronics giant’s
decision.

Laurent Abadie, CEO of Panasonic Europe, told the
Nikkei that the headquarters would move from outside Lon-
don to Amsterdam in October. The decision was sparked by
fears that Japan could treat Britain as a tax haven after Brexit
if London decides to lower its corporate tax rate in a bid to
attract businesses, she said. If Japan made the designation,
Panasonic could face back taxes levied by Tokyo.

Abadie told the newspaper that Panasonic had been con-
sidering a move for the past 15 months, with concerns about
post-Brexit barriers to the flow of people and goods also a
factor in the decision to move.

Of the 20 to 30 people in the London office, around 10
to 20 employees dealing with auditing and financial opera-
tions would move. Investor relations staff would stay put, the
newspaper said. Britain is due to leave the EU in March 2019,
in a process that has sparked uncertainty in the business sec-
tor and concern about the consequences for the country’s
economy. — AFP

BERLIN: Visitors look at a television installation at the booth of LG during a preview day of the
IFA, the world’s leading trade show for consumer electronics and home appliances, in Berlin
yesterday.  — AFP


